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Base Entertainment presents

SPELLBOUND
Australian Tour

Get Ready for a Night of Magic and 
Illusions Like No Other! This is Spellbound 
Starring Anthony Street.

Base Entertainment will premiere 
“Spellbound” starring acclaimed illusionist 
Anthony Street kicking off in April and then 
touring the country. This is a night of mind-
bending tricks, breath-taking illusions, and 
a dash of theatrical flair. This captivating 
stage show promises to leave audiences 
literally spellbound and features death-
defying grand illusions, appearances and 
disappearances that will drop jaws!

"This show is a culmination of years of 
dedication and passion for the art of 
illusion," says Anthony Street, Illusionist. 
"I wanted to create an experience that 
transcends the ordinary and takes the audience on a mesmerising adventure. 'Spellbound' is a 
celebration of the imagination and the magic that resides within all of us."

Featuring two on-stage assistants and 
audience interaction this is a show like 
no other weaving reality and imagination 
seamlessly. Anthony Street, Illusionist, 
is a master of his craft and has travelled 
the globe astonishing audiences with his 
unparalleled skill that leaves audiences 
captivated. From disappearing acts to jaw-
dropping feats that challenge the very laws 
of nature, "Spellbound" is an unforgettable 
journey into the world of magic.

Anthony Street's unique approach to 
magic blends artistry, showmanship, and a 
touch of mystery. Audiences can expect a 

night filled with wonder, laughter, and gasps of amazement. Each illusion is meticulously crafted, 
drawing viewers into a world where anything is possible, and the line between reality and illusion 
becomes delightfully blurred.

Whether you're a long-time fan of magic or a newcomer to the world of illusions, "Spellbound" 
promises to be an evening that will leave punters questioning the limits of possibility. This is a 
show that astounds, delights and leaves audiences “Spellbound” and believing that magic really 
can happen. 

This is a family-friendly event suitable for all ages. The tour will run across April and May 2024. 

Tickets available from www.streetmagic.com.au 


